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road vehicle testing with the efficiency and speed of computer-generated environments
to create augmented reality testing. This hybrid evaluation process combines simulated
vehicles and traffic situations with real vehicles to create a faster, more efficient and
economical approach to testing connected and automated vehicles.
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By projecting the kinds of virtual traffic you might see in a video game into on-board
wireless communication devices on Mcity’s test-course vehicles, researchers can
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instantly generate the kinds of critical traffic safety situations that happen only once in
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millions of miles of real-world driving. Researchers are also able to adjust and replay
those driving scenarios as often as they need to produce statistically valid results. The
computer-generated cars, trucks, buses, trains, pedestrians and animals that confront
self-driving vehicles in Mcity’s augmented reality testing environment are not only less
expensive to obtain than the real thing, but also won’t show so much as a scratch when
the research is finished.
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SAFETY TESTING IS CRITICAL TO DEVELOPMENT

One of the biggest challenges facing the widespread adoption and success of driverless
vehicles is guaranteeing the public, lawmakers, insurers and others that these “vehicles
of tomorrow” are completely safe and trustworthy. Doing so requires a rigorous and
extensive system of testing that comes with a significant stumbling block: Answering the
question of whether a self-driving vehicle can safely avoid serious and potentially fatal
crashes.
A critical element in testing fully automated vehicles is that, unlike conventional, driverpiloted vehicles, the evaluation process extends well beyond making sure these cars
operate dependably in normal conditions while also protecting the occupants from injury
and death in a collision. Instead, successful driverless vehicles must prevent and avoid
crashes altogether. This means evaluators need to record the responses of self-driving
vehicles to a huge number of potential crash situations – situations that are exceedingly
rare. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), an
accident serious enough to be reported to police – typically, one with at least $1,000
worth of vehicle damage – occurs once in just every 530,000 miles of driving. A crash
that results in a fatality is even rarer – once in every 100 million miles of driving.
Accelerating the testing process to make it more efficient and comprehensive has been
a focus of research at Mcity. Previous efforts include creating an accelerated evaluation
model that can eliminate millions of miles of unnecessary and irrelevant test driving by
combining elements of six separate evaluation approaches. Mcity also has a 32-acre
state-of-the-art testing site on the U-M’s North Campus in Ann Arbor, featuring more
than 16 acres of roads and traffic infrastructure. The grounds include urban and suburban
streets with intersections, including various lane configurations and sidewalks; traffic
signs and signals; simulated buildings, street lights, and bike lanes; as well as obstacles
such as construction barriers.
With the new augmented reality testing capability, Mcity combines the concrete reality
of its highly advanced Mcity Test Facility with the safety and efficiency that computergenerated driving scenarios and virtual connected vehicles can provide. In these tests,
the computer-generated virtual traffic elements are broadcast to Mcity test vehicles using
a patent-pending, secure, wireless technology that allows both real and virtual vehicles
to “talk” to each other and to the test-course infrastructure. Beyond cutting the time,
risk and expense of testing, the augmented reality environment also allows researchers
to efficiently fine-tune vehicle responses as part of the vehicle development process.
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The patent-pending technology was developed by Professor Henry Liu and researcher
Yiheng Feng. Liu is professor of civil and environmental engineering in the U-M College
of Engineering, and research professor with the U-M Transportation Research Institute
(UMTRI). Feng is an assistant research scientist at UMTRI.

OVERVIEW OF TESTING METHODS

For connected and driverless vehicles to succeed, these cars and trucks will need to be
extensively tested before they can be responsibly put on the road – in tests that will be
accepted and embraced by insurers, lawmakers and the driving public. Until this new
effort by Mcity researchers, testing fully automated vehicles primarily has consisted of
three different approaches: computer-generated simulations; testing vehicles or vehicle
components on a closed test course, such as the Mcity Test Facility; and putting vehicles
or individual components on public roads. Much of the debate about testing focuses
on the legality, liability, and risk of putting test vehicles on public roads, and accidents
involving test vehicles only serve to underscore the risk of trusting “robot cars” on public
highways. Between September 2014 and January 2017, for example, 11 suppliers and
manufacturers reported 26 crashes while testing self-driving technology on public roads
in California. In 2018, a woman walking her bicycle across a street in Tempe, Arizona, was
killed when she was hit by a driverless vehicle operated by Uber.
This is where Mcity’s new augmented reality testing capability presents a solution. The
researchers borrowed from the world of video-gaming and other virtual technologies to
pioneer a way to combine the virtual and real worlds. Augmented reality testing offers the
safety of a closed vehicle testing facility with real infrastructure and the added complexity
of computer-generated vehicles and other elements that test vehicles can interact with
in real time. The result is an infinitely adaptable testing environment where test vehicles
interact and communicate with computer-generated virtual traffic in situations of all kinds
with little to no risk and at far less cost than other testing approaches.
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ELEMENTS OF AUGMENTED REALITY TESTING

Mcity’s augmented reality testing works by combining two existing test environments:
the real world and simulation.
Simulation tests, performed in labs, are useful for developing and early testing of sensors,
controllers, software, and even, in some situations, complete vehicles. A closed test track
is a good step up from computer-only simulations because it involves real roadways,
infrastructure such as signals and signs and, to a limited extent, other vehicles. But to get
a complete test environment, self-driving vehicles need to interact with background traffic
and other elements encountered every day by drivers on public roadways. Unless the
driverless test vehicle encounters and responds to real traffic, the test scenarios that can
be created in simulation labs and on closed tracks are constrained in proving the reliability
of driverless cars. The drawback to real traffic testing, however, is that while designers
are perfecting driverless technologies, any mistakes a self-driving vehicle makes on public
roads can be expensive, dangerous and even potentially fatal. This is where augmented
reality testing provides an answer.
The real-world elements consist of the Mcity Test Facility, its connected infrastructure,
and self-driving test vehicles, such as a Lincoln MKZ hybrid already in use at Mcity. The
virtual environment is created using an array of computers, wireless communication, and
mapping modules and other components that send and receive data and signals to and
from the test vehicle. This test platform can generate a virtual vehicle that threatens the
self-driving test vehicle, and can broadcast that information to the test vehicle’s on-board
communications device in real time using Dedicated Short-Range Communications, or
DSRC.
As the test car travels the track, responding to real and virtual traffic and environments,
researchers can measure how it responds, knowing that if it doesn’t react in time or takes
the wrong action, no actual collision will take place. An observer watching such a test
would witness, for example, a test vehicle approaching a stoplight but stopping several
yards short of the intersection, in order to avoid rear-ending the simulated vehicles already
waiting at the same light.
With this approach, background vehicles created by the simulation computers are
coordinated with the actual signals the test vehicle receives from its own sensors and
the roadside signals on the test track. To the test vehicle, both sets of data inputs are
equally “real” and require an equal and appropriate response. In turn, the test platform’s
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data management component receives and collects data from the test vehicle’s sensors
and controllers, adjusting the simulated traffic and other components of the virtual traffic
layer to respond in turn to the test vehicle’s actions. This creates a sophisticated loop of
events, responses, and reactions circulating between the test vehicle, physical test track
components, and the simulated world of traffic and events that is layered over the realworld test car and track.
One technical challenge U-M researchers had to wrestle with was making sure that
signals between the simulated testing platform and the test vehicles matched what
driverless vehicles would encounter in the real world, when they interact with other selfdriving cars and trucks as well as communications from traffic signals, mapping satellites
and other infrastructure components.
The researchers found that if a message can be received and processed before the next
message is sent, any difference between the speed of a signal transmission in real-world
driverless vehicle situations and augmented reality tests does not influence the testvehicle reaction and the outcome of the tests. Scenarios with fewer than 100 vehicles
could be processed in 90 percent of cases with no consequential lag. And, even in the
very rare cases where a test would need to involve 100 vehicles, only about 30 percent of
the data would be transmitted at less than the acceptable required speed for testing.
Because all of these events and interactions between the test vehicle, test track, and
virtual environment are captured by the simulation platform, each scenario is easily
recorded and preserved so it can be analyzed and exactly repeated in the future, or
tweaked to add additional variables.

TESTING THE AUGMENTED REALITY APPROACH

Mcity researchers tested their new evaluation procedure using two high-risk scenarios
created in the Mcity Test Facility – an approaching train at a railroad crossing and a virtual
vehicle running a red light when the test car approaching the intersection has the green
light.
Train-car collisions are far less frequent than the 6 million-plus crashes between vehicles
each year – and are substantially reduced from several years ago, down to a projected
2,250 for 2016 versus more than 3,500 recorded in 2000. However, car-train accidents are
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far more dangerous. According to NHTSA, a driver is nearly 20 times more likely to die in
a crash involving a train than in an accident that involves another motor vehicle.
The time, expense, and complications of repeatedly running a diesel train through a closed
test course would make testing a self-driving car against an approaching train nearly
impossible, as would the risks involved in sending a driverless test vehicle onto a public
roadway to encounter a real freight train, not to mention the enormous amount of time to
gather a statistically significant number of train-crossing interactions.
With augmented reality testing, U-M researchers were able to successfully measure the
test vehicle’s ability to stop at the crossing and wait for the train to pass. In addition to a
virtually generated oncoming train, the scenario was further complicated by directing the
simulation platform to generate three virtual vehicles stopped ahead of the testing vehicle
at the crossing, which the test vehicle also had to sense and avoid.
The red-light running test scenario presents a serious traffic risk to drivers. During 2014
more than a quarter of all people killed in crashes at intersections controlled by signals were
fatal. In the Mcity test, a west-bound test vehicle approaches an intersection where the test
car has the green light as a simulated vehicle approaches the intersection from the south
without slowing down. The test vehicle is required to project its own path, plus the path of
the virtual vehicle, to avoid any potential collision. In one scenario, the test and simulated
vehicles are close enough that the test vehicle needs to stop to successfully avoid a crash.
In the second, the test car is far enough away from the intersection that it can simply slow
down or continue on its way without being hit. The test vehicle needs to keep going so it
does not create a hazard to other traffic by swerving or slamming on the brakes.
The researchers were able to time the approach of both vehicles with the traffic signals
and run enough test scenarios to determine when the test vehicle needed to make a full
stop and when it could safely continue. The researchers estimate that this new approach
can accelerate the evaluation process by 1,000 to 100,000 times, depending on different
testing scenarios.
Now consider the number of vehicles, drivers, and damaged sheet metal that would go
into testing whether a self-driving car can avoid a vehicle running a red light on a closed
test track with any kind of certainty. Then think about how many thousands – or even
millions – of miles a driverless car would need to travel before it encounters even one
other driver running a red light.
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To find out just how reliable the augmented reality approach can be, the researchers also
tested this red-light running scenario with a real vehicle on the Mcity track. The results?
Exactly the same as data collected in the augmented reality tests.

CONCLUSION

Augmented reality testing shows great potential in speeding up and reducing the cost of
testing self-driving vehicles. It can accelerate testing by an estimated 1,000 to 100,000
times, depending on different testing scenarios, and reduce costs beyond physical test
vehicles to almost zero. Evaluators can create an unlimited virtual library of computergenerated traffic scenarios that can then be endlessly repeated with no risk, no damage,
and no injuries to help developers refine hardware and software components. Augmented
reality testing will help assure manufacturers, suppliers, and – most importantly –
consumers, that the rapidly developing “cars of tomorrow” will be reliable, trustworthy
and safe.

About Mcity
Mcity at the University of Michigan is leading the transition to connected and automated
vehicles. Home to world-renowned researchers, a one-of-a-kind test facility, and on-road
deployments, Mcity brings together industry, government, and academia to improve
transportation safety, sustainability, and accessibility for the benefit of society.
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